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Abstract 
The LONGEST COMMON SUBSEQUENCE problem is examined from the point of view of 
parameterized computational complexity. There are several different ways in which parameters 
enter the problem, such as the number of sequences to be analyzed, the length of the common 
subsequence, and the size of the alphabet. Lower bounds on the complexity of this basic 
problem imply lower bounds on a number of other sequence alignment and consensus 
problems. An issue in the theory of parameterized complexity is whether a problem which takes 
input (x, k) can be solved in time f(k) . n” where c1 is independent of k (termed fixed-parameter 
cmctability). It can be argued that this is the appropriate asymptotic model of feasible 
computability for problems for which a small range of parameter values covers important 
applications - a situation which certainly holds for many problems in biological sequence 
analysis. Our main results show that: (1) The LONGEST COMMON SUBSEQUENCE (LCS) para- 
meterized by the number of sequences to be analyzed is hard for w[t] for all t. (2) The LCS 
problem, parameterized by the length of the common subsequence, beiongs to W[P] and is 
hard for W[Z]. (3) The LCS problem parameterized both by the number of sequences and the 
length of the common subsequence, is complete for W[l]. All of the above results are obtained 
for unrestricted alphabet sizes. For alphabets of a fixed size, problems (2) and (3) are fixed- 
parameter tractable. We conjecture that (1) remains hard. 
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1. Introduction 
The computational problem of finding the longest common subsequence of a set of 
k strings (the LCS problem) has been studied extensively over the last twenty years 
(see [lo, 111 and references therein). This problem has many applications. When 
k = 2, the longest common subsequence is a measure of the similarity of two strings 
and is thus useful in molecular biology, pattern recognition, and text compression [ 17, 
13,143. The version of LCS in which the number of strings is unrestricted is also useful 
in text compression [14], and is a special case of the multiple sequence alignment and 
consensus ubsequence discovery problems in molecular biology [ 16,4,5]. 
To date, most research has focused on deriving efficient algorithms for the LCS 
problem when k = 2 (see [lo, 1 l] and references therein). Most of these algorithms are 
based on the dynamic programming approach [15], and require quadratic time. 
Though the k-unrestricted LCS problem is NP-complete [14], certain of the algo- 
rithms for the k = 2 case have been extended to yield algorithms that require 
O(n(k-‘)) time and space, where n is the length of the longest of the k strings (see [l l] 
and references therein, see also Cl]). 
In this paper, we analyze the longest common subsequence problem from the point of 
view of parameterized complexity theory introduced in [7]. The parameterizations of
the longest common subsequence problem that we consider are defined as follows. 
LONGESTCOMMON SUBSEQUENCE (LCS-1, LCS-2 and LCS-3). 
Input: A set of k strings Xi, . . . . Xk over an alphabet C, and a positive integer m. 
Parameter 1: k (we refer to this problem as LCS-1). 
Parameter 2: m (we refer to this problem as LCS-2). 
Parameter 3: (k,m) (we refer to this problem as LCS-3). 
Question: Is there a string X E Z* of length at least m that is a subsequence of Xi for 
i= l,...,k? 
Our results are summarized in Table 1. 
In Section 2 we give some background on parameterized complexity theory. In 
Section 3 we detail the proof that LCS-3 is complete for W[l]. This implies that 
LCS-1 and LCS-2 are W[l]-hard, results which can be improved by further argu- 
ments to show that LCS-1 is hard for W[t] for all t, and that LCS-2 is hard for W[2]. 
Concretely, this means none of these three parameterized versions of LCS is fixed- 
parameter tractable unless many other well-known and apparently resistant problems 
are also fixed-parameter t actable. 
2. Parameterized computational complexity 
The theory of parameterized computational complexity is motivated by the obser- 
vation that many NP-complete problems take as input two objects, for example, 
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Table 1 
The fixed-parameter complexity of the LCS problem 
Alphabet size IZl 
Problem Parameter Unbounded Fixed 
LCS-1 k W[t]-hard, t > 1 ? 
LCS-2 m W[2]-hard FPT 
LCS-3 km W[l]-complete FPT 
perhaps a graph G and an integer k. In some cases, e.g., VERTEX COVER, the problem can 
be solved in linear time for every fixed parameter value, and is well-solved for 
problems with k < 20. For other problems, for example CLIQUE and MINIMUM DOMINA- 
TING SET we have the contrasting situation where the best known algorithms are based 
on brute force, essentially, and require time Q(nk). If P = NP then all three of these 
problems are fixed-parameter t actable. The theory of parameterized computational 
complexity explores the apparent qualitative difference between these problems (for 
fixed-parameter values). It is particularly relevant o problems where a small range of 
parameter values cover important applications - this is certainly the case for many 
problems in computational biology. For these the theory offers a more sensitive view 
of tractability vs. apparent intractability than the theory of NP-completeness. 
2.1. Parameterized problems and fixed-parameter tractability 
A parameterized problem is a set L c C* x .Z* where C is a fixed alphabet. For 
convenience, we consider that a parameterized problem L is a subset of L E C* x N. 
For a parameterized problem L and k E N we write Lk to denote the associated 
fixed-parameter problem Lk = {x 1 (x, k) E L}. 
Definition 1. We say that a parameterized problem L is (uniformly) fixed-parameter 
tractable if there is a constant a and an algorithm @ such that @ decides if (x, k) E L in 
timef(k) lxla wheref: N + N is an arbitrary function. 
2.2. Problem reductions 
A direct proof that a problem such as MINIMUM DOMINATING SET is not fixed- 
parameter tractable would imply P # NP. Thus a completeness program is reason- 
able. 
Definition 2. Let A, B be parameterized problems. We say that A is (uniformly many: 
1) reducible to B if there is an algorithm @ which transforms (x, k) into (x’, g(k)) in time 
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f(k) 1 xla, wheref; g : N + N are arbitrary functions and c1 is a constant independent of 
k, so that (x, k) E A if and only if (x’, g(k)) E B. 
It is easy to see that if A reduces to B and B is fixed-parameter t actable then so too 
is A. It is important to note that there are two ways in which parameterized reductions 
differ from familiar P-time reductions: (1) the reduction may be polynomial in n, but 
(for example) exponential in the parameter k, and (2) the slice Ak must be mapped to 
a single slice Bgck, (unline NP-completeness reductions which may map k to k’ = 
n - k, for example). 
2.3. Complexity classes 
The classes are intuitively based on the complexity of the circuits required to check 
a solution, or alternatively, the “natural logical depth” of the problem. 
Definition 3. A boolean circuit is of mixed type if it consists of circuits having gates of 
the following kinds. 
(1) Small gates: not gates, and gates and or gates with bounded fan-in. We will 
usually assume that the bound on fan-in is 2 for and gates and or gates, and 1 for not 
gates. 
(2) Large gates: and gates and or gates with unrestricted fan-in. 
Definition 4. The depth of a circuit C is defined to be the maximum number of gates 
(small or large) on an input-output path in C. The weft of a circuit C is the maximum 
number of large gates on an inputoutput path in C. 
Definition 5. We say that a family of decision circuits F has bounded depth if there is 
a constant h such that every circuit in the family F has depth at most h. We say that 
F has bounded weft if there is constant such that every circuit in the family F has weft 
at most t. The weight of a boolean vector x is the number of l’s in the vector. 
Definition 6. Let F be a family of decision circuits. We allow that F may have many 
different circuits with a given number of inputs. To F we associate the parameterized 
circuit problem LF = {(C, k): C accepts an input vector of weight k}. 
Definition 7. A parameterized problem L belongs to FV[t] if L reduces to the 
parameterized circuit problem LFcr,,,) for the family F(t, h) of mixed type decision 
circuits of weft at most t, and depth at most h, for some constant h. 
Definition 8. A parameterized problem L belongs to FV[P] if L reduces to the circuit 
problem LF, where F is the set of all circuits (no restrictions). 
We designate the class of fixed-parameter t actable problems FPT. 
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The framework above describes a hierarchy of parameter&d complexity 
classes 
FPTc W[l] E W[2] G *** E W[P] 
for which there are many natural hard or complete problems [7]. 
For example, all of the following problems are now known to be complete for 
W[l]: SQUARETILING,lNDEPENDENT SET,CLIQUE,BOUNDEDPOSTCORRESPONDENCEPROB- 
LEM, k-STEP DERIVIATION FOR CONTEXT-SENSITIVE GRAMMARS, VAPNIK+ZHERVONENKIS DI- 
MENSION, and the k-STEP HALTING PROBLEM FOR NONDETERMINISTIC TURING 
MACHINES [3,6,8]. Thus, any one of these problems is fixed-parameter tractable 
if and only if all of the others are; and none of the problems for which we here 
prove W hardness results are fixed-parameter tractable unless all of these are 
also. DOMINATING SET is complete for W[2] [7]. Fixed-parameter tractability 
for DOMINATING SET, or any other W[2]-hard problem implies fixed parameter tracta- 
bility for all problems in W[l] mentioned above, and all other problems in 
W[2] 1 W[l]. 
3. The reductions 
In some sense the most basic of the three parameterized versions of LCS that we 
consider is LCS-3, since hardness results for this problem immediately imply hardness 
results for LCS-1 and LCS-2. 
Theorem 1. LCS-3 is complete fir W[l]. 
Proof. Membership in W[l] can be seen by a reduction to WEIGHTED CNF SATISFIA- 
~~~~~~forexpressionshavingboundedclausesize. By paddingwithnewsymbolsorby 
repeating some of the Xi, we can assume for convenience (with polynomially bounded 
blow-up) that k = m. The idea is to use a truth assignment of weight kZ to indicate the 
k positions in each of the k strings of an instance of LCS-3 that yield a common 
subsequence of length k. 
The details are as follows. Let X 1, . . . , Xk be an instance of LCS-3. By a trivial 
padding with symbols having only a single occurrence we may assume that the 
strings Xi are all of length n. Let a[i,j] denote thejth symbol Of Xi. Let B = {b [i, j, r]: 
l<i<k, l<j<n, 1 < r < k} be a set of boolean variables. The interpretation 
we intend for the variable b [i, j, r] is that the rth symbol x[r] of a length k 
common subsequence X = x [l] . . . x [k] occurs as the symbol a [i, j] in the 
string Xi, that is, x [ j] = a [i, j]. Let Bi be the set of elements b [i, j, r] with fixed 
index i. 
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Let E = El E2 E3 be the boolean expression over the set of variables B where 
i=l r=l l<j<j’<n 
Ez= fi fi n (lb[i,j, r]+lb[i,j, r’]), 
i=l j=l l<r<r’Ck 
E,=fj n n fl (ib[i,j, r] +ib[i’, j’, r]). 
r=l l$i<i’<k l<j<j’<n a[i.j]#n[i’,j’] 
We claim that E has a weight k2 truth assignment if and only if the Xi have 
a common subsequence of length k. It is easy to verify that a truth assignment 
corresponding to a length k common subsequence according to our intended inter- 
pretation of the boolean variables satisfies E. For the converse direction, suppose z is 
a weight kZ truth assignment hat satisfies E. The clauses of El insure (by the 
Pigeonhole principle) that no more than k variables of Bi are set true for i = 1, . . . , k. 
Consequently there must be exactly k variables set to true in each Bi, and since E2 is 
satisfied, these must indicate k distinct positions in Xi according to our interpretation. 
The clauses of E3 insure that the corresponding subsequence symbols in the k strings 
are the same. 
To show W[l]-hardness we reduce from CLIQUE. Let G = (I’, E) be a graph for 
which we wish to determine whether G has a k-clique. We show how to construct 
a family 9c of k’ =f(k) sequence over an alphabet C that have a common subsequ- 
ence of length k” = g(k) if and only G contains a k-clique. Assume for convenience that 
the vertex set of G is I/‘= (1, . . . . n}. 
The alphabet: We first describe the alphabet C = .Zr v C2 v Z3 u C4. We refer to 
these as vertex symbols (Z,), edge symbols (C,), vertex position symbols (Z,), and edge 
position symbols (C,). 
C,={6[i,j,q,b]:l<i<j<k,Odq<l,O<b<l}. 
We will use the following shorthand notation to refer to various subsets of C. The 
notation indicates which indices are held fixed to some value, with “err indicating that 
the index should vary over its range of definition in building the set. For example, 
Z1 [p, * , r] = (CY [p, q, r]: 0 < q < l} is the set of two elements with the first and third 
indices fixed at p and r, respectively. 
An example of a clique representation: The sequences in 9 are constructed in such 
a way that the k-cliques in G (considered with vertices in ascending order) are in 1: 1 
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correspondence with the common subsequences of length k”. It will be useful in 
motivating the construction to consider an example of this intended correspondence. 
Consider a graph having a 3-clique on the vertices {a, b, c}. 
This 3-clique would be represented by the following common subsequence 
o(a, b, c), which we describe according to a hierarchy of factorizations. (Exponential 
notation indicates repetition of a symbol.) 
c (a, b, c) = (first vertex) (second vertex) (third vertex), 
where 
(first vertex) = (vertex 1) (edge (1,2)) (edge (1,3)) (vertex 1 echo), 
(second vertex) = (vertex 2) (edge (1,2) echo) (edge (2,3)) (vertex 2 echo), 
(third -7ertex) = (vertex 3) (edge (1,3) echo) (edge (2,3) echo) (vertex 3 echo) 
and where the constituent subsequences over C are 
(vertex 1) = y[1,0,O]“a[1,0,a]y[1,0,1]“, 
<edge (42)) = ~C~,~,~,~1”~C~,~,~,~,~l6C~,~,0,~1”, 
(edge (1,3)) = ~C1,3,0,01”B[1,3,0,a,c16[1,3,0,11”, 
(vertex 1 echo) =y[1,1,0]“a[1,1,a]y[1,1,1]“, 
(vertex 2) = y[2,0,O]“o![2,O,b]y[2,0,1]“, 
(edge (2,3)) = 6 C2,3,0,01 w B [2,3,0, b, cl 6 [2,3,0,11”‘, 
(vertex 2 echo) = y [2,1,O]“tl[2,1, b] y [2,1, l] w, 
(vertex 3) =y[3,0,0]“a[3,0,c]y[3,0,1]“, 
(edge(1,3)echo)=6[1,3,1,0]“~[1,3,1,a,c]6[1,3,1,1]“, 
(edge (2,3) echo) = 6[2,3,1,0]“~[2,3,1,b,c]6[2,3,1,1]”, 
(vertex 3 echo) = y [3, LO]” c1[3,1, c] y [3,1,1]“. 
In the above, the position symbols are repeated w = w(k) times for reasons useful 
for the correctness argument concerning the reduction. 
7’he target parameters: There arefi (k) = 2k + k(k - 1) = k2 + k matched pairs of 
position symbols (in C3 and C,). We take w =fi(k)2 + 1, k’ =fi(k) + 2, and 
k” = (2w + 1) fi (k). 
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Symbol subsets and operations: It is convenient o introduce a linear ordering on 
C that corresponds to the “natural” order in which the various symbols occur, as 
illustrated by the example above. We can achieve this by defining a “weight” on the 
symbols of Z and then ordering the symbols by weight. 
Let N = 2kn (a value conveniently larger than k and n). Define the weight )I all of 
a symbol a E Z by 
pN6+qN5+r if a = a[p,q,r] EZ1, 
q’iN6 + qjN6 + q’N4 + q’jN3 + qiN3 + UN + o if a = /?[i,j,q,u,o] EC*, 
)IaI( = pN6+qN5+bN2 if a = Y CP, q, bl E &, 
q’iN6 + qjN6 + q’N4 + q’jN3 + qiN3 + bN2 if a = 6 [i, j, q, b] E C4, 
where q’ = (q - 1)2. 
Define a linear order on C by a c b if and only if II a I( < (I b 11. The reader can verify 
that, assuming a c b < c, the symbols of the example sequence o(a, b, c) described 
above occur in ascending order. 
For a, b E Z’, a -C b, we find the segment C(a, b) to be Z(a, b) = {e E C: a < e < b}, 
and we define similarly the segment Zi(a, b). 
If r is a set of symbols, then ( * r * ) denotes an arbitrary string which contains as 
a subsequence very string of length m over I’ (such as a string which simply runs 
through r m times in any order). 
If f E Z, let (t r) be the string of length Ir( which consists of one occurrence of 
each symbol in r in ascending order, and let (5_ r) be the string of length lrl which 
consists of one occurrence of each symbol in r in descending order. 
String gadgets: We next describe some “high level” component subsequences for 
the construction. In the following let $ denote either f or 1. Product notation is 
interpreted as referring to concatenation. In describing some of the components we 
will use t lex to denote increasing lexicographic order and _1 lex to denote decreasing 
lexicographic order. 
Vertex and edge selection gadgets : 
< 1 vertexp echo) = YCP, l,W’(3~I CP, 1, *lhC~, 4 11”, 
<S edge(G)) = ~C~,j,~,~lw(5~~C~,~,~,*,*l~~C~,~,~, ll”, 
( 1 edge(i,j) echo) = 6 CC 1,Ol’“(l& CC 1, *, *IV Ckj, 4 II”, 
($ edge(i,j) from u) = S[i,j,0,0]“(&Z2[i,j,0,u,*])6[i,j,0, l]“, 
(1 edge(i,j) to 0) = SCi,j,1,01w(l~2C~,j,1,*,~l)SCi,j, 1, ll”, 
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Control and selection assemblies: 
p-1 
( 1 controlp) = ( $ vertexp) n ( 1 edge(s, p) echo) 
s=l ) 
* szfi+ 1 < 1 edge(p, 4 )) < 2 vertex P echo), 
(fchoicep) = fi rC~,~,~l”~C~,~,~lrC~,~,~l”p~l (7 edge@,p) to x> 
x=1 t=1 
et=@+ 1 ( f edgeh 0 f mm ~~yC~,~,~l”~C~,~,~lrC~~~~~l” y 
( 1 choice p) = 
p-1 
Y c ~~~~~lw~C~,~~~l~C~~~~ 11” fl < 1 edge@, PI to x) 
t=1 
-tce+l (1 edge(p, 0 from x> rCn 4W”aCp~ LxlrCP,L 1Y). 
Edge symbol pairing gadget: 
The reduction: We may now describe the reduction. The instance of LCS-3 consists 
of strings which we may consider as belonging to three subsets: control, selection and 
check. The two strings in the control set are 
X1 = i_I (t control t), 
t=1 
k 
X2 = n (1 control t). 
r=1 
The 2k strings in the selection set are, for p = 1, . . . . k, 
p-1 
Y, = fl (1 control t) 
t=1 > 
(t choice p) control t) 
> 
, 
p-1 
Yi = n (1 control t) 
> 
(1 choice p) fi (1 control t) . 
t=1 t=p+1 > 
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The 2(5) = k(k - 1) strings in the check set are, for 1 d i < j < k, 
i-l 
Zi, j = n (t control t) (t vertex 1) fl (t edge@, i) echo) 
t=1 ) . (:I: 
/ j-1 \ lex T 
j-l 
,=E1 (t e&&w3 echo) szfIl <f e&M.@) 
. ( T vertex j echo) fi (t control t), 
r=j+l 
i-l 
Zi,j = n (1 control t) (1 edge@, i) echo) 
t=1 
j- 1 lex 1 
SE;1 C-1 edge(ksD ~CWVT” 1 <Go < n (edgdd from u to 0) 
. . 
WEE 
j-l 
.=cl <I edge&j) echo) (1 edge(j?s))) 
.( 1 vertex j echo) fi (_1 control t). 
z=_i+l 
We comment hat the key difference between Zi,j and Zi,j is that in Zi,j the edge 
symbol pairing gadgets occur in increasing lexicographic order, and in Z;,j the gadgets 
are in decreasing lexicographic order. 
Proofofcorrectness. Where Si and Sz are strings of symbols, let I(Sr , S,) denote the 
maximum length of a common subsequence of S1 and Sz. 
In the Control Strings X1 and Xz we distinguish certain substrings that we term 
positions. Note that both of these strings are formed as the concatenation of four 
different kinds of substrings: (vertex), (vertex echo), (edge) and (edge echo), and 
that each of these “vertex and edge selection” substrings begins and ends with 
a matched pair of substrings of repeated symbols from C3 (in the case of vertex 
selection), or from C4 (in the case of edge selection). These matched pairs of position 
symbol substrings determine a position - note that these position symbol substrings 
(and therefore the positions defined) occur in the same order in X1 and X2. Thus there 
are k(2 + k - 1) = k2 + k positions. 
Between a matched pair of position symbol substrings in X1 there is a set of 
symbols in increasing order that we will term a set of(vertex or edge) stairs, and in X2 
in the corresponding position there occurs the same set of symbols in decreasing 
order. The proof of the following claim is trivial. 
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Claim 1. Suppose C is a linearly ordered finite alphabet, and that St is the string 
consisting of the symbols of C in increasing order, and that S 1 is the symbols of Z in 
decreasing order. Then l(S t, S 1) = 1. 
Claim 2. A common subsequence C of the control sequences X1 and Xz of maximum 
length 1 satisjes the conditions: (1) I= k”, and (2) C consists of the position symbol 
substrings (common to X1 and X,) together with one symbol in each position defined by 
these substrings. 
Proof. It is clear that 12 k” because there are many different common subsequences 
of length k” consisting of all the position symbol substrings (which are the same in X1 
and X,) together with a single choice of vertex or edge symbol in each position. Now 
suppose there is a common subsequences C of length greater than k” and fix attention 
on subsequences C1 of X1 and Cz of Xz that are isomorphic to C (for the reason that 
C might occur in more than one way as a subsequence). Then C1 must contain two 
vertex or edge symbols s1 and s2 that occur on the same set of stairs in Xi. By Claim 1, 
these two symbols, considered now in Cz, cannot occur on the same set of stairs in X2. 
This implies that any position symbols between s1 and .Q in Xz do not belong to C2. 
Consequently, there are at least 2w position symbols of X2 that do not occur in 
C = C2. But in order for the length of C to be at least k”, this means that C must 
contain more than fi (k)2 vertex and edge symbols. By the Pigeonhole Principle, there 
must therefore be a set of stairs in X1 that contains m > fi (k) vertex or edge symbols of 
C1. By Claim 1, no more than one of the corresponding symbols in C2 can occur on 
any set of stairs in X2, and therefore X2 must have at least m sets of stairs, 
a contradiction. This establishes (l), and furthermore shows that no two symbols of 
a common subsequence of length k” can occur on the same set of stairs. Thus (2) may 
also be concluded by observing that there must be at least one vertex or edge symbol 
from each set of stairs, else the length of C would be less than k”. 0 
By Claim 2, if C is a common subsequence of X1 and X2 of length k”, we may refer 
unambiguously to the vertices and edges represented in the various positions of 
C. In particular, note that these positions occur in k vertex units, each of which 
consists of an initial vertex position, followed by k - 1 edge and edge echo positions 
and concluding with a terminal vertex echo position. If uv is an edge of the graph 
with u < v, then we refer to u as the initial vertex and to v as the terminal vertex of the 
edge. 
Claim 3. Zf C is a subsequence of length k” common to the control and selection sets, then 
in each vertex unit: (1) the vertex u represented in the initial vertex position is also 
represented in the terminal vertex echo position, (2) each edge represented in an edge 
echo position has terminal vertex u, and (3) each edge represented in an edge position has 
initial vertex u. 
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Proof. Suppose C is a subsequence of length k” common to X1 and X2. We argue that 
if C is also common to Y, and Yb then the statements of the lemma are satisfied for the 
pth vertex unit. Let C, and CY, denote specific subsequences of Y, and YL, respectively, 
with C = C, = Cb. 
The strings Y, and YY, differ from the control strings X1 and X2, respectively, only 
in the replacement of a (5 control p) gadget with a (1 choice p) gadget. In particular, 
the position symbols in the other constituent substrings occur in the same way in all 
four strings, and so by Claim 2, C,(Cb) must include all of the length w position 
symbol substrings in Y,( Yb) occurring outside of (7 choice p) ((1 choice p)). 
Furthermore C, must contain precisely two vertex symbols a and a’, appropriately 
positioned, from (t choice p), and Cb must contain the same two (and no other) 
vertex symbols from (1 choice p). 
The subsequence of Y, consisting of all the vertex symbols in (t choice p) is the 
vertex index increasing sequence 
S = l!i (aCP,O,xlaCP, 1,x1) 
x=1 
and the subsequence of YP consisting of all the vertex symbols in (1 choice p) is the 
vertex index decreasing sequence 
S’ = fi (aCp,O,xlaCp, 1,x1). 
*=” 
The only possibility for a and a’ to be common to S and S’ is for a and a’ to represent 
the same vertex u, that is, a = a[p, 0, u] and a’ = a[p, 1, u]. This establishes (1). 
Consider the position symbols occurring in Y, between a and a’ in C,, and occuring 
in Yl, between a and a’ in Ci. Since these must occur in C (by Lemma 2) and this can 
happen in only one way, all of these position symbols must belong to C, and C;, 
respectively. This insures (2) and (3). •i 
The length w substrings of the position 6 [i, j, 0, 0] and S [i, j, 0, l] in C define the 
(i, j)th edge position in the ith vertex unit and the length w substrings of the position 
symbols 6 [i, j, LO] and 6 [i, j, 1, l] in C define the (i, j)th edge echo position in the jth 
vertex unit. We term these a corresponding pair of edge and edge echo positions. 
Claim 4. Zf C is a subsequence of length k” common to the control, selection and check 
sets, then for each corresponding pair of an edge position and an edge echo position, the 
same edge must be represented in the two positions. 
Proof. Suppose C is a subsequence of length k” common to the control and selection 
sets. We argue that if C is also common to Zi,j and Zf,j then the lemma holds for the 
(i, j)th corresponding pair of positions. Let Ci,j and C,l, j denote specific subsequences 
of Zi,j and Zi,j isomorphic to C. 
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It is convenient to consider Zi,j ( an similarly Zf, j) under the factorization d 
Zi,j(l)Zi,j(2)Zi,j(3) where 
lex 1 
Z,,,(2) = n (edge (i, j) from u to U) 
l<u<v$n 
WEE 
and where Zi,j(l) and Z,,,(3) are the appropriately defined prefix and suffix (respec- 
tively) Of Zi, ja 
Since none of the position symbols in Zi,j(l) or Zi,j(3) occur in Zi,j(2), all of the 
position symbols in Zi,j(l) and Zi,j(3) must belong to C,,j. Similarly, all of the 
position symbols in Zj,j(l) and Z;j(3) must belong to Ci,j. This implies, by Lemma 2, 
that Ci,j u Zi,j(2) = Cf,j u Zf,j(2) begins with a symbol /9[i, j, 0, U, U] and ends with 
a symbol /I [i, j, 0, x, y]. We argue that necessarily u = x and u = y. 
From the fact that fi[i, j, 1, x, y] follows fi[i, j, 0, u, u] in Zi,j(2), and from the 
construction of the latter in increasing lexicographic order, we may deduce that (u, u) 
precedes (x, y) lexicographically. Similarly, since Zf, j(2) is constructed in decreasing 
lexicographic order, we obtain that (x, y) precedes (u, u), and therefore (x, y) = 
(a, u). 0 
We now argue the correctness of the reduction as follows. If G has a k-clique, then it 
is easily seen that there is a common subsequence of length k” in which the k vertex 
units represent he vertices of the clique, and the edge and edge echo positions within 
each vertex unit represent he edges incident on the represented vertex of the unit in 
increasing lexicographic order. (Each edge is thus represented twice, in the vertex units 
corresponding to its endpoints, first in an edge position in the initial vertex unit, and 
second in an edge echo position in the terminal vertex unit.) 
Conversely, suppose there is a common subsequence C of length k”. By Claims 
2 and 3, C represents a sequence of k vertices of G. That these must be a clique in 
G follows from Claim 4 and the definition of the “edge from” and “edge to” gadgets, 
which restrict the edges represented in a vertex unit to those present in the graph and 
for which the vertex is, respectively, initial or terminal. That completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 1 implies immediately that LCS-1 and LCS-2 are hard for W[l], but it is 
possible to say more about the parameterized complexity of these problems. Our 
theorem for LCS-1, interestingly, provides the starting point for a number of other 
hardness reductions in parameterized complexity theory, such as the results that 
TRIANGULATINGCOLOREDGRAPHS, INTERVALIZINGCOLOREDGRAPHS and BANDWIDTH are 
hard for IV[t] for all t [2]. 
Theorem 2. US-1 is hardfor FV[t]for all t. 
Proof. By the results of [7] we may take the source instance of the reduction to be 
a t-normalized expression E and a positive integer k, where t is even and E is 
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monotone. Let n denote the number of variables of E. By simple padding we may 
assume that E has the form: 
E = /1 c ... /1 q l[iI,...,i,]. 
il=l i2=1 it-l=1 it=1 
Let V= {ui, . . . . u,> denote the set of variables of E. Thus in the above expression for 
E,1[i,, . . . . it] is always a positive literal, that is, an element of V. We show how to produce 
an instance of LCS-1 consisting of (5) + 2k + 2 strings that have a common subsequ- 
ence of length m if and only if E has a weight k truth assignment, with m described: 
m = 3k + 3nriz + 2 2 c(j)w(j, t), 
j=O 
where 
c(j) = nr.v21 
and 
w( j, t) = +t-j). 
We will use the following notation for indexing. The set { 1, . . . , n} is denoted as [n]. 
By[n]‘wemeantheset{cr=(a,,..., a,): 1 < ci < n for 1 d i < r}. By [n]’ we denote 
the singleton set (E} where E denotes the unique vector of length 0 over [n]. If a E [n]” 
and bE[n] witha=(ai,..., a,), then we write cr.b to denote (aI, . . . , a,, b) E [n]“+ ‘. 
We consider that [n]” is ordered lexicographically. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we 
will use t lex to denote increasing lexicographic order and J lex to denote decreasing 
lexicographic order. We make use of the index set I defined 
I= u [n-J’. 
r=l 
We say that GI E I is euen if c1 E [n]’ for I even, otherwise c1 is termed odd. If a E [n]’ then 
we write 1 a/ = r and term this the rank of a. If tl, /I E Z and a is a proper prefix of p then 
we write a<B. 
The alphabet: The alphabet .E for target instance of LCS-1 can be expressed as the 
union 
where 
Z1 = (c[j],c'[j]: 1 <j< k}, 
C2 = {v[i,j]: 1 < i < n, 1 <j Q k}, 
c3 = {P Cal, P’ Cal: m E I>, 
C4 = {q Ccc, jl, q’ [cr, jl: tl E Cnl’, 1 < j < k}, 
~,=(u[a,i,j]:aE[n]‘,l~i~n,l,<j~k). 
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Symbol subsets, order and rank. Let C’ denote Cr v C2 u C4 v Z5. If Sr and S2 are 
sets of symbols of an ordered alphabet, then Sr < Sz denotes that for all a E S1 and 
b E Sz, a < b. We consider that C’ is linearly ordered in the unique way consistent with 
the following requirements: 
l (C,” C2) < P4 u Z,). 
l C2 is ordered lexicographically by symbol index. 
l For all i E [n] and j E [k], c [ j] < u [i, j] < c’ [j], 
l For 1 < i<j< k, {c[i],c’[i]} -C {c[j],c’[j]}. 
l If (a, j) precedes (fl, h) lexicographically, then (4 [cr, j], q’[cr, j]} < {q [/I, h], 
4’ CP, a. 
l C5 is ordered lexicographically by symbol index. 
l q[a, j] < u[a, i, j] < q’[a,j] for all a E [n]‘, i E [n] and j E [k]. 
By C’ [a, b] we denote the set of symbols (s E C’: a 6 s d b} in the above linear ordering. 
Each of the symbols in C” = C3 u Z4 u C5 is (partially) indexed by some a E I. We 
term the rank of a symbol s in this set, denoted ) s 1, to be the rank 1 a 1 of the index a. If 
r G C is a set of symbols, then C” [r] denotes the set of symbols in F of rank r, 
OGrgt. 
In discussing strings over the alphabet C, if r G C is a symbol subset and S E C*, 
then by S n k we denote the subsequence of S consisting of all symbols in r. We write 
1 S I to denote the length of a string S. 
Substring gadgets: Product notation in the description of these components refers 
to string concatenation. Where s is a symbol, the notation sw denotes the symbol 
s repeated w times. Note that in some cases products are formed in decreasing order 
according to some index, which is indicated by notation such as 
i... . 
i=n 
The following strings provide gadgets for our reduction. 
(t selectionj) = cbl( ~I~lXjl)~~lil, 
(_1 selectionj) = c[j] fiv[i,j] c’[j], 
( > i=n 
(t select) = fi (7 selection j), 
j=l 
(1 select) = h (_1 selection j). 
j=l 
As before, where r is a set of symbols, we use ( * F * ) to denote an arbitrary string 
which contains as a subsequence very string of length m over r. As a notational 
convenience, we write ( * s . . . t * ) for ( * C3 u C’ [s, t] * ). 
Recursively, we define (1 a) and (1 a) for a E 1. 
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For a E [n]’ and 1 [a] = ui E V: 
(7 a> = PCal fi 4CaJluCa, ~JldCaJl P’Cal, 
( j=l > 
(1 a> = PCal ,fikrCa,jluCa, ~J14’Ca,jl d24 
( > 
In general: 
(t a) = p[a]W(IaI*f) fjl (t a.i)p’[a]w(l”~“, 
(1 a) = p[alw(lulT’) jjl (1 a.i>P’Cal w(“*o for a even, 
(1 a) = p[a]w(l*I*‘) n (1 a.i)p’[a]w(la’,z) for a odd. 
i=n 
The reduction: We may now describe the reduction. The instance of LCS-1 to 
which we reduce consists of three sets of strings: the control strings, the quorum strings 
and the consistency strings. 
The two control strings are 
X1 = (t select) (t E), 
X2 = (1 select) (1 E). 
Let A = {(r, s): 1 < r < s < n} ordered lexicographically. The (5) quorum strings are, 
forl,<icjGn, 
/ Tlex \ 
yij, ‘2 (*c[l]...c[~*)v[r,fl (*c’[i3...cCf*>~Cs,il (*c’C.Wc’C~l*) 
(r.sW 
*(*Z”*). 
The 2k consistency strings are, for j = 1, . . . . k 
Zj = fi (selection j is variable r), 
r=l 
2; = h (selection j is variable r), 
I=” 
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where 
(selectionjis variable r) = (*c[l]~~~c[j]*)v[r,j] (*c’[j]...c’[k]*) 
.(*q’[a,j]-..q’[a,k]*) . 
> 
Proof of correctness. The following general ideas are useful to our arguments. To 
the expression E there naturally corresponds a boolean tree circuit C = CE. A truth 
assignment z to the variables V of E may be considered as an input vector X, to the 
circuit C, with C(x,) = 1 if and only if 7 satisfies E. The circuit C may be described: 
(1) for each a E I, there is a gate gb of C (of rank 1 al), 
(2) go1 is an and gate if a is even, and an or gate if a is odd, 
(3) the output gate of C is ge, 
(4) for 1 a 1 c t the gate gn takes input from the gates ga,i for i = 1, . . . , n, 
(5) the inputs to C are in 1: 1 correspondence with V, and 
(6) for Ial = t, the gate go1 takes the single input ui E V such that &a] = Ui in E. 
A subcircuit C’ of C is a witnessing subcircuit if it satisfies the conditions: 
(1) gE E C’, 
(2) for each even a E I, Ial < t, if g= E C’ then for all i E [n], ga,i E C’, and 
(3) for each odd a E I, if g. E C’ then there is a unique i E I such that 901,; E C’. 
The following observations about witnessing subcircuits are useful. 
Claim 1. C(x) = 1 if and only if there is a witnessing subcircuit c’ of C such that 
C’(x) = 1 and each gate of C’ evaluates to 1. 
Claim 1 follows trivially from the monotonicity of C. 
Claim 2. If C’ is a witnessing subcircuit of C then the number of gates of rank r, for 
r = 0, . . . . t, is give by the function 
c(j) = nr.W. 
Claim 2 follows by an elementary induction, noting the special structure of C. 
The following fact about the “weighting function” w( j, t) will be useful. 
Claim3. ForO<r<t-1, 
w(r, t) > i IX1 nC”[j]I. 
j=*+l 
Claim 3 is easily verified from the definitions. 
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Claim 4. In the control strings X1 and X,: 
(1) Each symbol in C3 occurs as a block, that is, the symbol occurs only .in a substring 
consisting of some number of repetitions of the symbol. 
(2) Zfa</? then all the symbols with index j? occur between the block of symbols 
p [a]w(lal,t) and the block of symbols p’ [a] w(lal* ‘). 
(3) If b is an index of a symbol occurring between the symbol blocks p[a]“‘~“‘*” and 
p’[a]“(l*l*‘) then ad/?, with a</? properly if the symbol is in ,?13. 
Claim 4 is readily observed from the definition of (t a) and (1 a). 
In one direction, the argument for the correctness of the reduction is relatively easy. 
Given a satisfying weight k truth assignment r: V+ (0, 1) for E, we describe a com- 
mon subsequence of length m in the following way. Let C’ be a witnessing subcircuit of 
C for the input vector corresponding to r. Let I’ denote the set of indices of the logic 
gates of C’: 
I’= {a:g.EC’} 
and suppose the variables set to 1 by r are Vi,, . .., Uiky with Vi1 < ril < -.. < ui~. 
Let Z denote the set of symbols 
Z=~~~{~[ij,j]:l<j<k)u{p[a],p’[a]:a~Z’} 
u (q[a,j], q’[a,j]: a E [n]‘n Z’, l[a] = ui,, 1 < j < k) 
u {U [a, ij,j]: a E [n]’ n I’, l[a] = Vi,, 1 <j < k}. 
Claim 5. The string S = X1 n Z is a common subsequence of the control and consistency 
strings of length m. 
Proof. First note that S = SISz where S1 E (z, u ,Ez)* and Sz E (C”)* and that 
similar factorizations hold for X1 and X2. An inspection of the definition of ( f 
select) and (1 select) shows that S1 is a common subsequence of the first parts of 
X1 and X2, the main point being that between each pair of symbols c[ j] and c’ [ j] 
there is just the single symbol u[ij,j] in S. Note also that the length of S1 is 3k. 
Let Xi = Xi n C” for i = 1,2. We argue that Sz is a subsequence of X; and X2 by 
inducting on the rank of symbols in Sz. Let S,[r] denote the subsequence of 
S2 consisting of the symbols of rank r. By Claim 4, it is sufficient o establish that S, [r] 
is a subsequence ofXi and X; for r = 0, . . . , t. The base step of the induction, r = 0, is 
trivial. For the induction step, by Claim 4, it suffices to show that the subsequence of
S consisting of symbols with index /I = a. i (for some i) having rank r + 1 is a subsequ- 
ence of Xi (for i = 1,2) occurring between the symbol blocks p[a]W(lalst) and 
p’[a]W(lal*t). If a is even then this follows from the fact that the blocks p[a.i] and 
~‘[a. i] occur in ascending order in both X; and Xi. If a is odd then this follows 
trivially because there is only one relevant index a.i E I’. Note that in S there are 
precisely 3 symbols between each pair of symbol blocks p[a] w(‘a’*r) and p[a] w(‘alv’) 
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where a E [n]’ n I’, and there are n@ such pairs. From this it is easy to verify that 
S has length m. 
The above arguments establish that S is a subsequence of the control strings. By 
essentially the same inductive argument, the symbols ~[a] must occur in S in 
lexicographically increasing order. Using this fact it is straightforward to verify that 
S is a subsequence of (selection j is variable ij) and thus S is a subsequence of Zj and 
Ziforj = 1, . . . . k. Sz is trivially a subsequence of ( *J5” * ). For p < q, Vi,, < Vigr so S is 
a subsequence of Y,,. 0 
To complete the proof of correctness for the reduction, we argue that if T is 
a common subsequence of the control and consistency strings of length m then E is 
satisfied by a weight k truth assignment. In particular, we argue that T must 
correspond to a weight k input vector and a witnessing subcircuit of C = CE with 
respect o this vector. 
Because the control strings can be factored in a similar way, we may factor T as 
T = T1 T2 with T1 E (C, u Cz)* and T2 E (En)*. 
Claim 6. The length of TI is at most 3k. 
Claim 6 follows simply from the fact that for any fixed index j the symbols u [i, j] 
occur in Xi in increasing order with respect o i and they occur in X2 in decreasing 
order with respect o i. 
Say that an index a E Z is represented in T if both of the symbols p[a] and p’[a] 
occur in T. Say that an index a E Z is forbidden in T if for all indices /I with a <z?, no 
symbol with index /I occurs in T. The following is an immediate consequence of the 
definition. 
Claim 7. Zf a is forbidden in T, then for all i E [n], a.i is forbidden. 
Claim 8. Zf a E Z is odd, then there is at most one i E [n] with a.i represented in T. 
Furthermore, if a.i is represented in T, then for all j # i, a.j is forbidden in T. 
Proof. Suppose i < j with a.i represented in T. By the definition of Xi and X2, all of 
the symbols with index a.i precede all of the symbols with index a.j in Xi, and all of 
the symbols with index a.i succeed all of the symbols with index a.j in X2. Conse- 
quently no symbol with index a.j can occur in the common subsequence T. Further- 
more, if p is an index with a.jsbeta, then by Claim 4, all symbols with index /I occur in 
Xi and X2 between blocks of symbols with index a.j, so the above argument applies 
as well as to symbols with these indices, so that a.j is forbidden. The case of j < i is 
symmetric. 0 
Let s(r) denote the number of indices a E Z of rank r that are represented in T. 
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Claim9. Farr=O ,..., t, 
(1) Sk) = ck), 
(2) Every index of rank r is either represented or forbidden. 
Proof. By induction on r. For r = 0, if either p[e] or p’[e] fails to occur in T, then 
necessarily 1T n C” [0] ( < ~(0, t), so T must contain at least ~(0, t) symbols of rank at 
least 1, a contradiction of Claim 3. This establishes both (1) and (2). 
For the induction step, if s(r + 1) < c(r + 1) then the induction hypothesis and the 
definition of m imply that T must contain more than w(r + 1, t) symbols of rank 
greater than r + 1, which contradicts Claim 3. Suppose s(r + 1) > c(r + 1). 
Case 1: r is even. Then c(r + 1) = n. c(r). By (1) of the induction hypothesis, there 
are precisely s(r) = c(r) indices of rank r represented in T, and all other indices of rank 
r are forbidden. Since each represented index of rank r has only n extensions to an 
index of rank r + 1, there must be some rank r + 1 index a.i represented in T for 
which CI is not represented in T. By (2) of the induction hypothesis, c1 is forbidden in T, 
a contradiction. Thus (1) must hold, and by the same argument, if a of rank r is 
represented then for all i E [n], a. i is represented. If a of rank r is forbidden in T, then 
by Claim 7, cr.i is forbidden in T for all i E [n]. This establishes (2). 
Case 2: r is odd. Then c(r + 1) = c(r). By (1) of the induction hypothesis there are 
precisely s(r) = c(r) indices of rank r represented in T, and all other indices of rank 
r are forbidden. There cannot be an index a. i represented in T with a not represented, 
as this would contradict (2) of the induction hypothesis. By the Pigeonhole principle, 
there must be an index LY represented in Tand i # j with both CI. i and cr.j represented in 
T, a contradiction of Claim 8. Thus (1) must hold, and by the same arguments we see 
that for each represented IX of rank r there is a unique i E [n] with u.i represented. By 
Claim 8 we get (2). 0 
One can observe from the definition of (f a) and (1 a) that there can be at most 
3 symbols in T n (Z, u C,) with a given index a of rank t, and that there must occur 
between p [a] and ~‘[a] and must occur in a substring of the form: 4 [cr, j] u [a, i, j] 
q’ [cc, j]. By this observation and Claims 6 and 9 we can conclude: 
Claim 10. The length of Tl is precisely 3k and the length of T, is precisely 
3nti2 + 2 f: c(j)w(j, t). 
j=O 
On the basis of Claim 10 we may associate to T a well-defined truth assignment r to 
the variables of the expression E: r(Ui) = 1 if and only if for some j, 1 < j < k, the 
symbol u [i, j] occurs in Tl. By Claim 10, there are exactly k symbols of C2 in T1. 
However, we must argue that for j < j', only one of u [i, j] and v [i, j’] occurs in Tl, 
thus insuring that z has weight k. To see this, note that T must be a subsequence of 
Yjj*. Suppose u[i, j] occurs in T (necessarily in Tl). The only symbols u[i’, j’] 
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occurring in Yjj* after u [i, j] satisfy i < i’, by the definition of Yjj,. Thus to T we may 
associate a truth assignment of weight k. 
Claim 11. Zf a E [n]’ is represented in T, with u [a, i, j] occurring between p [a] and 
p’ [a], then D [i, j] occurs in T1 (and z assigns ui the value 1). 
Proof. By Claim 10, there must be a symbol u [p, j] in Tl . The symbol u [a, i, j] occurs 
only once in Zj and in ZJ. The symbols u [p, j] preceding the occurrence of u [a, i, j] in 
Zj satisfy p < i. The symbols u [p, j] preceding the occurrence of u [a, i, j] in Zj satisfy 
p > i. Thus the only possibility is u [i, j]. Cl 
Claim 12. The indices a E I represented in Tare those of a witnessing subcircuit C’ of 
C that accepts the input uector x, corresponding to the truth assignment z. 
Proof. That the indices represented in T form a witnessing subcircuit C’ of C follows 
from Claims 8 and 9. Since C’ is monotone, it suffices to establish that all gates of rank 
t evaluate to 1 in order to conclude that C’(x,) = 1. This follows from Claim 11, noting 
that if a of rank t is represented, then u [a, i, j] occurs between p [a] and p’ [a] if and 
only if l[a] = ui, by the definition of (1 a) and Claim 4. q 
By the correspondence between C and E, we conclude that z is a weight k truth 
assignment for E, which completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
It is presently not known whether LCS-1 belongs to W[P]. The argument given 
above does not seem to generalize to a proof of W[P]-hardness. It is easy to observe 
that LCS-2 belongs to W[P], by a reduction to whether a circuit C accepts a weight 
m vector indicating the common subsequence s, where C represents a deterministic 
P-time computation verifying for each input string Xi that s is a subsequence of Xi. 
Tbeorem 3. LCS-2 is hard for W[2]. 
Proof. We reduce from DOMINATING SET. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with V = 
(1, . . . . n}. We will construct a set S of strings that have a common subsequence of 
length k if and only if G has a k-element dominating set. 
The alphabet for the construction is 
C=(a[i,j]: l<i<k, l<j<n}. 
We use the following notation for important subsets of the alphabet. 
Ci = {a[i,j]: 1 <j < n}, 
c[t,u]={a[i,j]:(i#t)or(i=tandj~N[u])}. 
The set S consists of the following strings. 
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Control strings: 
i=l i=l 
Check strings: For u = 1, . . . , n 
X, = fi (t CD, ~1). 
i=l 
To see that the construction works correctly, first note that by Claim 1 of the proof 
of Theorem 1, it follows easily that any sequence C of length k common to both 
control strings must consist of exactly one symbol from each Zi in ascending order. 
Thus to such a sequence C we may associate the set Vc of vertices represented by C: if 
C=cl[1,u,]...a[k,uk],then~c={ui:1~iik}=(x:3icr[i,x]EC). 
We argue that if C is also a subsequence of the check strings {X,}, then Vc is 
a dominating set in G. To this end, let u E I’(G) and fix a substring C, of X, with 
c, = c. 
Claim. For some index j, 1 < j < k, the symbol a [j, uj] occurs in the ( t ,Z [ j, u]) 
portion of X,, and thus uj E N [u] by the dejinition of C [ j, u]. 
We argue by induction on k. The case of k = 1 is clear. For the induction step, there 
are two cases: (1) the first k - 1 symbols of C, occur in the prefix (7 C[l, u])... 
( t C [k - 1, u]) of X,, and the induction hypothesis immediately ields the claim, or 
(2) the symbol u [k - 1, uk_ 1] occurs in the (t C [k, u]) portion of C, n X,. In case (2), 
this implies that the symbol ark, u,] of C = C, also occurs in the (7 Z[k, u]) part 
of x,. 
By the claim, if C is a subsequence of the control and check strings, then every vertex 
of G has a neighbor in Vc, that is, Vc is a dominating set in G. 
Conversely, if D = {ul, . . . . uk} is a k-element dominating set in G with 
u1 < ... < uk, then the sequence C = rx[l, ul]...cr[k, uk] is easily seen to be common 
to the strings of S. Cl 
4. Conclusions 
Our results suggest hat the general LCS problem is not fixed-parameter t actable 
when either k or m are fixed. It is important to note, however, that our results here 
apply only to the version of the problem where the size of the alphabet is unbounded. 
Since many applications involve fixed-size alphabets, the question of whether LCS-1 
remains hard for W for a fixed alphabet size is very interesting. We have recently been 
able to show that LCS remains hard for W[t] for all t when parameterized by both the 
number of strings and the alphabet size. 
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Our results also have implications for the fixed-parameter tractability of the 
multiple sequence alignment and consensus subsequence discovery problems in 
molecular biology. This is so because the LCS problem is a special case of each of 
these problems. The problem of aligning k sequences is often re-stated as that of 
finding a minimal-cost path between two vertices in a particular type of edge-weighted 
k-dimensional graph [16]. The LCS problem can be stated in this form using the 
edge-weighting in [16] Section 3, and is hence a restriction of the multiple sequence 
alignment problem (albeit, that version of the problem which allows arbitrary align- 
ment evaluation functions). The LCS problem is shown to be a restriction of the 
consensus ubsequence problem in [S] Section 3. By the results of this paper, the 
general multiple sequence alignment (consensus ubsequence discovery) problem is 
W[t]-hard for all t (W[2]-hard), and hence unlikely to be fixed-parameter t actable, 
when the number of sequences and the cost of the alignment (length of the consensus 
subsequence) are fixed. 
Fixed-parameter complexity analysis may be relevant to many computational 
problems in biology. Many of these problems are known either to be NP-complete in 
general, e.g., evolutionary tree estimation by parsimony, character compatibility and 
distance-matrix fitting criteria (see [19] and references), or to require time O(nk) when 
k is fixed, such as multiple sequence alignment using the SP or evolutionary tree 
alignment evaluation functions [ 161. To solve such problems in practice, investigators 
must often settle for suboptimal solutions obtained by algorithms that are fast but are 
either approximate or solution-constrained [12, 18, 16, 9, 191. For instances of such 
problems, critical parameters uch as the number of sequences or taxa are often small 
but nontrivial, e.g., 5 < k < 20. These are precisely the situations in which fixed- 
parameter tractability might be useful. Apart from showing that for some problems 
fixed-parameter tractability is unlikely by analyses such as presented in this paper, 
such results can be viewed as clarifying the contribution that each parameter makes to 
a problem’s complexity. This may suggest computation-saving constraints that may 
yet yield restricted versions of these problems of feasible complexity. 
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